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This is a collection of games that were often played during recess in one
room schoolhouses during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
Though some of these games may seem familiar to many of us have you
ever though about the origins of these classic games? The origins and uses
of these games can tell us a lot about what growing up during this period
was like.
You will notice going through these games the simplicity of many of the
activities. This is because there was not a lot of materials available to people
so children's games relied on finding creative ways to have fun!
We hope you can also get creative while encouraging activity and
movement!
- Frontenac County Schools Museum
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Hopscotch
Type: individual simple

Players: 1+

Hopscotch is a a very old game that is pretty universally known. The
origins of hopscotch are debated. The game was first recorded in 1677 in
England but the game is thought to have originated in either China or Rome
long before this recording. One story goes that originally hopscotch was a
Roman military training exercise, children then took inspiration from the
game. They played smaller versions of the exercise and then added a
scoring system.
Supplies:
Chalk or masking tape
A "marker"
Traditionally they would use
a flat stone but you can also
use a bean bag.
Different hopscotch board designs.

Instructions:
Draw the hopscotch board on
the sidewalk or tape it out with
masking tape. There are many
different designs you can do!

How to play:
The first players must throw the marker onto the board. The player
must hop over that square and continue until the top of the board hopping in single squares and landing with two feet in double
squares. Once they reach the end of the board they must turn
around and this time pick up the marker as they complete the board.
If no mistakes where made that same player goes again. The next
player starts their turn on the board if any mistakes where made.

